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Bridestowe Cricket Ground – 

A Community Facility

As many of you will know May would have

seen the start of the cricket season.  Typically

the weather has been lovely, the sun shining

and the ground drying out, perfect conditions

for cricket! 

Unfortunately no balls have been bowled, no

runs made and no teas enjoyed by

Bridestowe 1st or 2nd XI despite two strong

teams ready and waiting for, what we are

sure would have been an exciting season for

the club.  

Everything was in place for bringing kids

cricket back to the village on a Friday evening

and after a fantastic return of ladies cricket

last year the plan was to give a tournament a

go this year.

Obviously we all hope that the situation will

improve over the coming months and

guidelines may allow for a return to team

sports – we will just have to wait and see.

However work continues behind the scenes

and at the ground. Costs of keeping the

ground and club going

are still present,

including ground

equipment, insurance,

pavilion maintenance –

it all adds up!

We want to make sure

that the ground and club is still there and

ready for next season, as well as for

continued community use. 

 

Bridestowe Cricket Club has always been a

huge part of our community, welcoming

everyone to use the ground throughout the

year, despite it being private property, and of

course to come and watch some great cricket

on a Saturday. 

We hope all local dog walkers, runners,

families etc have been enjoying taking their

daily exercise at the ground over the

lockdown.  We know of at least 3 local

youngsters who have learnt to ride their bikes

at the ground in the last 6 weeks – well done!

Please continue to enjoy and respect the

cricket pitch, keeping off the centre square

and kindly picking up after your dogs, and if

you are in the position to make a donation to

the running of the ground and club, even a

small one, please use the bank details below

or drop a cheque into Gideons Barn (next to

the school).

Thank you and stay safe.

Bridestowe Cricket Club Committee 

Account No:  40183091

Sort Code:     40-35-23

(Photo courtesy of Derek Harper)



The Vicar writes...
“Are you joining our Zoom meeting?” a

colleague asked enthusiastically when the

lockdown began. I guessed he was referring to

some sort of virtual meeting over the internet

but when I was growing up a Zoom was an ice-

lolly. Apart from the fact that I am an IT

Neanderthal there is something about video

meetings I am uncomfortable with, they are a

bit too mechanical. I feel a bit like a puppy that

gets excited when it sees a dog on the telly and

then gets a bit confused when it discovers it

doesn’t smell or react in the right way.

Fortunately I am not alone, I came across this

essay by Anglican priest and journalist Giles

Fraser:

“Native Americans and Aboriginal Australians

are sometimes associated with the view that

cameras can steal the soul. It is the sort of

view that we in the supposedly more advanced

and enlightened West scoff at, thinking it a

primitive superstition. But it’s not. Cameras

really can steal the soul.

My evidence is anecdotal. But among the

friends that I speak to during this bleak time,

one subject keeps on coming up, again and

again: the soul-sucking nature of video

conferencing. As many as 300 million users

worldwide now communicate with each other

using Zoom, and other video platforms are

catching up fast. We use it not just for

meetings, but for everything from socially

distanced dinner parties to church services. It’s

is the software through which we make

business deals, go to school, say goodbye to

our dying loved ones, and even — believe it or

not — attend sex parties. Zoom is now the

gatekeeper, the space between our separate,

isolated lives.

In 1929, the Jewish Marxist philosopher Walter

Benjamin wrote a seminal essay reflecting on

the advent of mass culture. In “The Work of Art

in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, he

argues that the technological changes of

modernity, and in particular the capacity to

reproduce images, has a profound and

transformative effect on how we understand

art. For with mass reproducibility we begin to

lose the idea that there is something special

about the original work of art — its

uniqueness, its “aura”. The original painting of

the Mona Lisa hanging in the Louvre has a

quality about it that its many representations,

on posters and postcards, just do not have.

Benjamin thinks that this special and unique

quality the original artwork has is linked to the

original use of art in cultic and religious

festivals. One could even say that Benjamin

was arguing that the camera steals the

painting’s soul.

Benjamin’s essay was the reflection of a

Marxist worried about the dehumanising

effects of modernity and mass culture. I

wonder what he would have made of Zoom? It

is not too much of a stretch to extend the

argument he used more than 90 years ago to

our present concerns — not just the work of

art, but also the human subject in the age of

digital representation. For it is Benjamin’s

essay that best captures for me the thing that

Zoom takes away — our “aura”, our souls.

I think a word or two about the idea of the soul

is necessary here. I do not mean it in the sense

that it developed in the early Christian era,

when some aspect of our personal identity

was required to carry the essence of who we

are into the heavenly kingdom, beyond death.

I simply mean by the soul the thing that makes

me… me. My essence, my individuality, the

specific characteristic that picks
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me out as different in the world.

Philosophers have argued about what this

‘thing’ could possibly be ever since at least the

fifth century BC when the comic playwright

Epicharmus described how a debtor tried to

wriggle out of his obligation to repay a loan by

arguing that because so much of him had

changed since he took it out, he was not the

same person and so could not be reasonably

expected to repay something that was

effectively taken out by someone else.

So too with justice. If there is no thing that

makes me me, how can I be punished for a

murder I committed 20 years ago when I was,

so to speak, a totally different person? The soul

may be a fiction, but it is a fiction that

underpins some of the very basic features of

our common life. These days philosophers are

much more likely to speak of our physical

continuity in space and time as the carriers of

our identity. Our bodies have become our

souls, so to speak.

I don’t want to go too far down the rabbit hole

of the philosophy of personal identity. But I do

just want to disabuse those who presume that

the very use of the word soul commits

someone to a Christian-type world view. I use it

as a useful shorthand for what makes me me

and you you. Our distinctiveness.”

Video conferencing is an extremely useful tool

of human communication. And it has become

a lifeline to many in these times of isolation.

But it is precisely because it is so important

that we must also worry about it, for we can all

 too easily allow our agendas in life to be set by

the limitations of our tools. As Abraham

Maslow famously said in 1966: “I suppose it is

tempting, if the only tool you have is a

hammer, to treat everything as if it were a

nail.” And the tool du jour is Zoom.

It is not easy to express my anxiety about this

new tool, and what it is doing to us. But I feel

there is something subtly dehumanising about

it. Perhaps that’s why Zoom is so draining, why

it makes us so tired using it. It’s like a voodoo

doll. We pay the price for our global

connections with something that is slowly

sucking away at our souls.”

Adrian Brook

Each Tuesday on Facebook messenger, I host

an online bingo. All participants buy their

tickets for £2.50 and have nominated a

charity that we donate to each week. 

I use some of the ticket money for cash prizes

and the rest gets donated to a charity that’s

selected from random from our list of

nominations. It’s been working really well so

far and have donated over £250 in the past 6

weeks to various charities. These include

Friends of Treetops, Steps (a charity to help

children with diseases like Perthes),

LimbPower- a charity to support children and

families with limb differences, Epilepsy Uk,

and the NHS.

Our bingo starts at 8pm on Tuesday evening,

all done through messenger chat. Tickets cost

£2.50, cash prizes of £10, £20 or £40!If

anyone would like to join please email me on

jackie.butler128@gmail.com for more

information. Alternatively we have a

Facebook group called Lockdown Bingo 2020

where I post lots of updates and information

so please join if you’d like to. It’s all a bit of

fun at the end of the day!     Jackie Butler

Reasons to be cheerful
Locals in the Punjab region of India have been
able to see the Himalayas for the first time in

decades due to reduced levels of pollution
since India’s Covid-19 lockdown. 

On 22 May 2020 Reuters reported that

conservationists in Cambodia are celebrating
the hatching of more critically endangered

turtles in recent months than the past three
years combined, owing to a preservation drive

and a halt on sand-dredging. The increased

hatching follows good news for turtles in

Thailand, which since November has recorded
the largest number of nests of rare leatherback

sea turtles in two decades, found on beaches

empty of tourists due to the coronavirus

pandemic. 

And locally ...BaSE newsletter celebrates its

18th birthday this month and it’s still going

strong despite a pandemic.
BaSE  Page  3
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The Bottomless Pit by Howard Barkell
You may have heard how the impecunious

7th Duke of Bedford’s (he had shut up

Woburn, but owned most of Tavistock and a

lot of the surrounding countryside) finances

took such a turn for the better that he was

able to remodel the square, including the civic

buildings and build terraces of workers’

cottages at both ends of the town. This

fortunate occurrence was due to copper being

discovered on his land at Gulworthy and as

the owner of the mineral rights was paid

royalties on any ore raised. He was not even

one of the original investors. In the event the

group of small mines became known as

Devon Great Consols and quickly became the

most productive copper mine in the world,

and later was the largest producer of arsenic.

It was so busy that it built its own railway to

Morwellham on the Tamar and enlarged the

dock facilities there. In the first six years alone

the Duke received £44000, a large sum of

money in 1850.

In the early to mid-nineteenth century

mineral mining was big business in Cornwall

and to a lesser extent in Devon and financial

gamblers, entrepreneurs if you prefer, they

were known as adventurers, were prepared to

float companies in the hope of discovering

another Great Consols. Several small mines

operated on both sides of the Lyd, eventually

coming together under the heading of

Lydford Consols. Included under the umbrella

was Wheal Mary, which as Paul mentioned

last month, was on Fernworthy Down. On

early maps it was shown as Battishill Down

Mine (disused). I always thought that Battishill

Down was the fields on either side of the

Granite Way belonging to Michael.

All these mines were financed from

London and were prospecting mainly for lead

and hopefully silver, the same minerals as

mined at Wheal Betsy. It is doubtful if any ever

paid a dividend as they appear to have lived

from hand to mouth. There is a record from

1853 of 16 tons of lead ore being sold for £19

8s 6d per ton, but it doesn’t say which mine it

came from. It was the norm for the bi-

monthly meetings of shareholders to be given

encouraging reports about progress made

and good news around the corner, but the

bottom line was always a call on the

shareholders for another couple of shillings

per share to pay the deficit from the previous

two months.

By 1854 the situation was increasingly

serious and the shareholders were sued by a

Mr. Escott, a trader from Tavistock in the

Court of Common Pleas in London. He

claimed that goods to the value of £35 16s 7d

had been supplied but that he had never

received payment. Witnesses confirmed

making the order and receiving the goods.

The court found in his favour. The

shareholders had to pay up. In early 1856 it

was reported that 250 shares had been

forfeited for arrears on calls. In other words

they had failed to pay the extras agreed and

had written off their investment. The shares

were made available for sale. Their original

price would have been a pound a share. The

asking price now was threepence! At the next

meeting reports from Mr. Richards, a member

of the committee, and from mine captains

Godden and Richards, suggested that there

were encouraging prospects if the business

was developed properly. It seems unlikely that

the shareholders were prepared to throw any

more money into that bottomless pit and the

business folded.

The first mention of Wheal Mary that I

have come across is in May 1851 when the

gossan shaft was now down 8 fathoms (48

feet) and in the gossan were spots of lead ore.

Gossan is a dialect word for the rust coloured

oxide that caps an ore deposit. You may have

noticed that the deposits from the stream

water that flows through the marsh is so

coloured. This may have been the trigger that

encouraged those early prospectors to dig

through the gossan to see what was below. At

the same time an adit was driven

underground to connect with the shaft and

give a circulation of fresh air. I assume that

the shaft was the one whose remains can be

spotted from the Granite Way which appear

as two light patches near the crest of the

down among the gorse. An adit was usually

sited at the bottom of the hill, partly for easier

access into the mine but also to help with

drainage. I haven’t yet discovered it. Paul

mentions the site of a horse whim which

would indicate the basic nature of the

operation, nothing operated by steam or

water power as in more
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News Update

The battle against Covid-19 is affecting all gatherings in the UK so

the committee of The Friends of the Forgotten Garden is unable to

confirm a date for our Annual General Meeting.

Please find a recent picture of the woodland area with its bluebells

and also some Pixies that were hiding amongst them.

A little aside that I found in Martin Graebe’s excellent book on

Sabine Baring-Gould’s song collecting at Lew called

“As I Walked Out” tells us of Samuel Fone a local

stone mason of Mary Tavy, who worked on the

mines and was known for his singing. 

The last of his verses reads - 

 Ten thousands of bluebells now welcome the spring

 O when will the church bells for victory ring?

 And the soldiers return and all England rejoice

 O then I’ll be wed to the lad of my choice

 And I would that the war were well over 

 O I would that the wars were all done.

Please keep up with our news on the notice board by the 

Lewdown Village shop and on the web   http://www.forgottengarden.co.uk
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productive mines. The whim was a cable drum

with a bucket on either end of the cable. When

the horse walked in circles to turn the drum

one bucket descended the shaft, the other

rose. Another prospect at adit level was driven

south. This may have been the one called the

Fanny lode. A cross cut to join the two adit

levels discovered another lode. All were

looking promising or encouraging!

When farms were much smaller and farmers

needed to lay up fields for hay, the down was a

godsend for those with grazing rights. The

vegetation was kept in check by the grazing

animals and the shaft was a useful dump for

all sorts of farm rubbish. Since the

management agreement has been in place and

a virtual absence of farm stock the valley

bottom has become virtually impenetrable and

is very boggy, so exploration is well nigh

impossible. There is very little waste material

visible, just one possible overgrown bank,

which suggests that mining never got very far.

One excavation could have been an adit

entrance or a wheelpit or neither! I do know of

one hole, but that may have been from a later

working. It may be that the remains of the

shaft which can be seen above the Granite Way

near the lengthsmen’s hut dates from that

later enterprise which suffered the same fate

as the previous one. At least some of the shafts

eventually proved useful when they were used

as receptacles for Lydford’s twentieth century

refuse.

Wheal Betsy
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The Reading Group is continuing to carry on during this period of

lockdown. As the library is closed we cannot all get a copy of the

designated book so we are just reading, and reporting on, what takes our

fancy. I know, it’s so free. Instead of monthly meetings, usually the first

Thursday of the month, we have instigated a newsletter, via email, where

reviews, recommendations and general literary opinions are shared. There

will be a recommendation list in the June newsletter which will be

amalgamated from a variety of knowledgeable and erudite sources - yes

Google.  If you would like to join in, contributing or just to find out about what you may want to

read next, then please contact Neil at neil@neiledgson.com or on 01566 783529. 

All are welcome.

Oat biscuits
Prep: 15 mins Cook: 10 mins

Makes 10 large biscuits or 15 medium ones 

Ingredients:

75g wholemeal flour

1 tsp baking powder

75g porridge oats

Method

1. Heat the oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4. Line a baking tray with baking parchment.

2. Sift flour into a bowl. Mix in baking powder, porridge oats and sugar.

3. Melt the butter, syrup and milk in a small saucepan or in the microwave and stir. 

4. Add to the dry ingredients. Mix until the liquid covers all the oat mixture and until well

combined.

5. Spoon onto a baking tray and shape into rounds, leaving space between each biscuit as they

will spread whilst cooking. 

6. Bake for 10 to 15 mins, or until golden brown. Leave to cool for 5 mins before removing from

tray.

(Recipe from bbcgoodfood.com, August 2018)

50g caster sugar

75g butter

1 tbsp golden syrup

2 tbsp milk



Old man on a bike. 
Lockdown - a word that applies to us all and

may do for quite sometime. How do we handle

it? Many of us have gardens we don’t

recognize, they are so neat and tidy, and the

lack of rain means the grass hasn’t grown, so

not much to cut and weed. Even the slugs and

snails seem to be in lockdown, but think they

will be on the move should it rain

Most of us with dogs have worn them out with

endless walks and those without have

discovered how lucky we are to have so many

lovely walks to enjoy right on our doorstep.

From country lanes to off road footpaths

through leafy tracks, across green fields and

even up on the open moor.

Then there are those of us with bikes and

suddenly the world is a bigger place. We are

lucky again to have the Granite Way easily

accessible at Bridestowe Station or the track by

the Bearslake. Once on the cycle track you

have level rides to Okehampton to the east

and Lydford to the west. If you choose east you

can cross the viaduct at Lake with its wonderful

views of the moor to the south and a lot of

West Devon to the north. On past Sourton

Church tucked into the hillside and on past

Prewley Moor towards the Meldon Viaduct

again with views here of Dartmoor and more

of Devon. Just before the viaduct you can

detour down to the reservoir and see the

rapidly falling water level, stand pipes could

add to our troubles if it doesn’t rain soon.

Carry on towards Okehampton and you will

end up at the Old  Station.

If you choose Lydford way you cross over

Fernworthy moor and then down into Lydford

village. At the war memorial you can turn right

and take the left option for Hedge Cross or the

right option for Watergate Cross. From

Watergate you can take the bridleway thru

Burley Wood and onto the old A 30 and back to

the village or turn right, go past Beara and

rejoin Station Rd. For a longer ride from Hedge

X take the second right  go down past

Foxcombe and join the old A30 just below

Alder. Remember, with very little traffic on the

roads recently, they have been safer to cycle.

The other Sunday I cycled down the dual

carriageway to Betty Cottles, something I

would not normally do. From here you can

cycle up through Meldon woods or take the

bridleway through Minehouse Farm, across the

Okehampton Golf Course, out to Station Rd

and down to the Castle.

Other enjoyable routes are north to Thorndon

X or Boasley School and pick up The Pegasus

Way which you can follow east or west. Going

east you will go through Bowerland and then

link up with The Granite Way at Meldon.From

Boasley there are some lovely circular rides

towards Northlew via Ashbury in some really

lovely countryside. It is perfectly legal to ride

your bike on a bridleway or a byway, most of

them are a reasonable surface but keep away

from the Sourton Quarry one which is really

rough. Come on Devon County Council, get

busy.

With very light traffic and beautiful weather it

is a great time to get on a bike and explore our

wonderful countryside. I am next hoping to

take a trip into Lydford forest and follow the

tracks in there.

One thing missing is the chance to stop at one

of the lovely hostelries you pass by but they

are all closed at the moment. Enjoy your ride.

 John Leonard
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Okehampton Cycles at The Pump and Pedal is still open at Sourton Down. Although the new

café side of the business was required to close down due to Covid-19 restrictions, the bike shop

has still been busily working away selling and repairing bikes.

With the boom in exercise and the wonderful weather we have been having, Okehampton Cycles

has been working hard to get bicycles out of the shed and rolling across the Devonshire

countryside. 

As well as repairs, a selection of Cube and Scott bikes as well as Bosch e-bikes are available for

purchase while stocks last! We also keep a range of consumables, parts and accessories such as

tubes, helmets, clothing and much more to keep you going. We are hoping to be able to return

to serving food and drinks initially reopening for takeaway in the coming weeks so keep an eye

out for that. 

The bike shop is currently open Monday to Saturday, 10am – 4pm, to bring in or collect new

bikes and repairs. To book in a repair or enquire about new bikes, give us a ring on 01837 861488

Child’s single bunk bed (including mattress) with storage below.....x 1 large drawer and x

6 shelves. Also, under-bed hidey-hole for play or storage. Approx 5 years old. 

Photos available.

Dimensions:

Length 195cm, PLUS 5cm ‘protrusion’ at each end.

Width 95cm PLUS 30cm for steps

Height: 75cm to mattress base, 111cm to top of side panel

Pretty good condition Couple of areas of visible minor damage, some marking on panel

where sellotape has been, plus some concealed damage within the ‘hidey-hole’ area.

Collection only - we will dismantle for you and place outside to conform with social

distancing.

£45 or near offer                             Kris and Len Albon Tel: 861611
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SOURTON ROUNDUP

June 2020

 Sourton Village Hall Lottery

April 1st 59 Angela Braidwood

2nd 79 Pat Hill

3rd 17 Kathy Fogerty

May 1st 44 Roger Alford

2nd 63 Alison Young

3rd   9 Andrew Horn

Thank you very much for supporting our hall

by being part of the lottery.  It does raise vital

funds for the upkeep and maintenance of the

hall.  The hall AGM planned for the end of April

has not taken place but it will be done as soon

as the lockdown restrictions allow it.  We did

the lottery draw online using Zoom.  It was

great to be able to see and talk to other

committee members.

Church Services 

The arrangements for the services remain the

same and Sourton Church is closed.  Tony

Batten kindly visits Sourton at 11 am on

Sunday mornings to ring the church bell.  Jenny

and Tony share a simple act of worship and

say prayers for our local community.  Rev.

Adrian Brook is kindly producing a weekly

church newsletter to keep us in touch and

informed about the different local services

which can be viewed online.

We send our love and condolences to Kate Hills

of Linnacombe Farm who has recently lost her

mother and father.

Thank You

We continue to be very grateful to the many

volunteers who have come forward to help us

during this difficult time.  Thank you especially

to the NHS and all those in the medical

profession who are bravely working with

dedication to care for all the patients who are

desperately ill.  Well done and thank you to

everyone who are working hard with

selflessness to keep going our vital services.

And finally..

Just like Wimbledon, the Olympics and

Glastonbury Festival, the Sourton Produce  and

Craft Show has been postponed until 2021.

Rose Dashper
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FOOD BANK UPDATE
As we head towards our third month under

Lock-down during the ongoing fight against the

Coronavirus pandemic, a Foodbank has been

established in Bridestowe for anyone within

the BaSE circulation area who may like to use it.

If you would like to make use of the Foodbank,

please contact Georgina Hodgson, in total

confidence on 01837 861183, 

text 07789 146 177 or email

georgina.bridestowe@outlook.com

Anyone who would like to donate non-

perishable food to the Foodbank, you may

leave any items in the box just inside my front

gate (Logan Stone Cottage, Launceston Road)

or, if you prefer, leave it somewhere safe and I

can collect from you.

Suggested items:

UHT milk                          Ribena / squash

Tea bags        Sugar                     

 Jam                                    Pasta / rice

Pasta sauce                      Biscuits

Tinned soup        Tinned tomatoes

Tinned meat / fish             Tinned fruit

Tinned beans / vegetables

Carton / tinned custard

Washing-up liquid              Washing powder /

liquid               Toilet paper

Or anything else you would like to donate.

This list is not exhaustive but gives you an idea

of what is needed. 

Many thanks



THE WHITE HART INN, 
BRIDESTOWE

                  Tel: 01837 861318

The times for our takeaway meals service remain unchanged

5.30pm - 9pm on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Menus are displayed in Riverside Stores, outside the pub

and on our Facebook page. 

Please phone in your order and then collect your meal from

the table in the porch. Cash or card payments are acceptable.

Real ale and draught cider are available at £2.50 a pint - please bring your own container.

We would like to say a sincere thank you to everyone for their continued support during

these testing times.  Hopefully it won’t be too long before we can reopen.

 Mike and Sarah and team

3 bedroom house for rent in Bridestowe

A lovely three bedroom house is available for rent in the

heart of Bridestowe from the 15th June. 

Two double bedrooms (1 en-suite and 1 with adjoining

bathroom) and a good size single bedroom. Nice size family

kitchen with electric cooker and wood burning range and a

good size living room with a wood burner. A large hallway

and good size landing area. Parking available outside the

front of the house and a nice size garden. 

Dogs, cats and small animals are all very welcome! 

£800.00 pcm

Interested? To arrange a viewing, please call 

07854 206 400

Lunar cycle for 
June
New moon     21st
First quarter   28thth
Full moon       5th
Last quarter  13th

The Moorlander Newspaper Goes Digital

During the current Covid-19 crisis The Moorlander

can be viewed FREE OF CHARGE in digital format

by visiting www.themoorlander.co.uk

The previous issue can be downloaded too and

there is also FREE access to their

Would you like to book Sourton Parish Hall?
Sourton Parish  Hall has good facilities and would be suitable for
a variety of functions and meetings.  It offers a large hall, kitchen,
disabled toilet, committee room and large stage.  It has disabled
/wheelchair access with ramped entrances. 
To book or for more information contact Geraldine Jury 01837
861414 or

 Chris Heron 01837 861523             email: sourtonvh@gmail.com

Website -  www.sourtonvillagehall.org.uk       Facebook - Sourton Village Hall SourtonVH  

For when the hall reopens...
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Recycling centres
All recycling centres have now

re-opened.

    Please only visit a recycling

centre if you cannot store your bulky waste at

home as the sites are all incredibly busy.

A number of restrictions are in place,

including social distancing, which have reduced

the capacity of the sites to between one third

to a half of their normal capacity so there are

likely to be long queues.

    Sites may need to close temporarily if

queues start causing a safety hazard on the

public highway and residents will be advised to

come back later.

The following restrictions will apply:

  • Vehicle numbers permitted on site at any

one time will be significantly reduced.

  

•   In order to keep unloading times to a

minimum, only cars will be permitted to use

the recycling centres (no

trailers/vans/pick-ups/cyclists/pedestrians etc.)

with a maximum of two adults per vehicle.

   •  Remain in your vehicle whilst queuing (with

windows closed) and do not queue on the

public highway.

 

  • Social distancing measures mean that site

staff will not be able to help with

unloading/carrying waste and you must follow

site staff instructions to keep everyone safe –

please stay 2 metres apart from other people

(including site staff) at all times.

  •   Payments on site will be accepted by credit

or debit card only.

 

 •   Resale/Shop facilities will remain closed.

  •  Glass, paper, cans, plastic bottles/packaging

will not be accepted – please use kerbside

recycling systems and banks provided by your

district council.

 •    Residents showing COVID-19 symptoms or

who are self-isolating should not visit recycling

centres as per Public Health England guidance.

(This applies to special advisers too)

South West Lakes Trust - Welcome back

We are happy to let you know that our lakes

are now open again following a phased re-

opening process. 

Our team, whilst much reduced, has been

working hard behind the scenes to ensure that

our work across the region continued and have

pulled out the stops to prepare the lakes for

reopening. 

We are so pleased that we can now welcome

you back to the lakes.

We encourage you to stay local and enjoy the

lakes near to your home. 

All lakes are now open for walking, cycling and

running.

All waters are also open for coarse and game

angling.

We are currently offering access to the water

for our watersports members and day launch

visitors at Roadford Lake and Stithians Lake

and members are able to get on the water at

Tamar and Siblyback under our buddy system.

Plans for Wimbleball Lake activities are to

follow. 

There will also be takeaway service at several

cafes including Roadford, Tamar and

Wimbleball from this weekend. Others to

follow at a later date. 

Our reopening has been in line with

government advice and instruction and we

continue to encourage visitors to stay local and

to stay alert. We have not yet reopened our

toilet facilities and will only do so once we are

satisfied that we have the correct PPE and

procedures in place to do this safely for all. 

We have a dedicated page on our website

detailing the current status of the lakes, and

we encourage you to check this prior to every

visit. We have put measures in place to

safeguard visitors and employees and this is

also detailed on our coronavirus web page. 

We really hope that you enjoy
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Bridestowe Village Hall

Please find below the Chairperson’s report for

the Village Hall for 2019.  If anyone has any

questions or enquiries please contact a

member of the Committee.  The reopening of

the Hall has been kept under consideration

and will be discussed again at the June

Committee Meeting.

Bridestowe Village Hall AGM

Chairperson’s Report

20th May 2020

As a result of the Coronavirus the Trustees

decided that the AGM would be held virtually

via telephone conference and attended by

Trustees and Committee Members only.

Members of the public who are interested in

the outcomes of the meeting may request a

copy of the Chairperson’s Report and Finance

Report.

First of all I would like to thank the eight

Trustees all who have once again been on

board for the whole of the Financial Year –

January to December 2019.   I am also

delighted to welcome a new Trustee to the

group, Lisa Peace, who has already made a

great contribution to support the smooth

running of the Hall.  I would also like to thank

the members of the Management Committee

for their support and advice and lastly the

small number of additional volunteers who

have helped with such events as Bacon Baps,

the Ram Roast, grass seeding, tree planting

and the ongoing external painting of the Hall

including doors and windows.

Achievements and Challenges in 2019/20 

Much of the work that was carried out to

reduce the ‘jobs/maintenance list’ and keep the

Hall as ship shape as funds allow.  Many jobs

have been completed and it is pleasing to see

that the main items on the list are new

issues/repairs and that the overall cleanliness

and tidiness of the Hall has been maintained.  

In particular a great start had made to treat the

external woodwork.  This had become sadly

dried out and brittle over the last 10 years and

in great need of painting.  The front of the hall

and one of the sides was completed before the

weather stopped further work in October

2019.  It had been planned to resume the

treatment as soon as the weather improved in

2020 – hopefully in April but this has been

slowed down by the coronavirus epidemic.

Thank you to Alison Young for organising

Bacon Baps and to the group of volunteers

who keep this fund raising initiative going.  It is

good to see the regular customers who come

to enjoy this social event and also it is great to

see some new faces both as volunteers and

visitors.  A special thank you to Terry Pritchard

who, with a few exceptions, takes responsibility

for cooking every month.

Bacon Baps had continued to be well

supported and in early 2020 a table top sale

scheme had been introduced to add interest

and aid fund raising.  This had got off to a great

start.  Unfortunately, as with other things, the

Coronavirus has meant that this has had to put

on hold for now.

The reseeding of the lawns to the side and the

back of the Hall were carried out by Volunteers

and it is pleasing to see how the hours of work

paid off and the grass areas now look very

good.  In addition Trustees planted trees along

the fence down the LHS of the Hall.  Trees

included Flowering Cherry, Copper Beech,

Alder and Rowan.  

Thanks to a much appreciated £100.00

donation from the Thursday Morning Group

three further more mature trees have been

planted on the lawns near the main entrance

to the Hall – these were one crab apple and

two different variety of Acer – these should

look pleasing as they mature and will be seen

by everyone entering the Hall.  Thank you

Thursday Morning Group. 

The 2019 Ram Roast held in July and was once

again a huge success and enjoyed by everyone

that attended – lots of smiling faces, fun with

Magic Martin, many different games, stalls,

tombola, tug of war and much more - not to

mention delicious cakes baked and served by

Jane Nield and team and a tasty Ram roasted

to perfection by Penny and John Westlake and

family.  The weather was actually quite good

for a change with only a bit of drizzle here and

there so maybe 2020 will finally be the year

that the sun shines all day - Overall in excess of

£1,600 was raised before expenses.

Preparations for the 2020 Ram Roast on

Saturday 1st August had begun and will be

kept going in the hope that the Coronavirus

does not stop this event from
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happening. 

The 59 Club continues to be well supported

and is a valuable boost to funds and even

more so in these challenging times when most

funds have dried up.  Thank you to all of those

who belong to this club and it is our goal to

allocate all of the numbers which would mean

that there would be a lucky winner every week!

Jane Nield, Treasurer and Trustee, who had

hoped to relinquish her duties by the autumn

of 2019 kindly remained in post until the end

of the financial year which is March 2020.  No-

one came forward to replace Jane Nield so Phil

Down and David Street, both Trustees, agreed

to do the job of Treasurer between them with

Phil responsible for invoicing and  David

responsible for payments and liaison with

external bodies such as the Bank, the

Mortgage Provider and the Insurance

Company.    Once again. a big thank you to

Jane for doing such an excellent job in ensuring

our finances are in order and for staying on in

the post for so long.  And thank you to Phil and

David for taking on the role. 

We are always looking for new Trustees,

Committee Members or Volunteers who will

bring their own special skills, views, time and

energy to the Hall to ensure that this key

village facility is maintained, loved and

available in good order so that everyone can

enjoy the Hall for whatever it is being used for

be it parties, hobbies, meetings, training

sessions, toddler groups, exercise classes,

weddings and special events.

This is not an exclusive list – the Trustees and

other volunteers continuously give time to

keep the hall going and plenty of activity goes

on behind the scenes to maintain the standard

of the hall managing the bookings, checking on

security, extra cleaning, and rubbish collection

and so on.  The Trustees have pulled together

very well in the last twelve months enabling

the completion of many tasks both large and

small. 

During the lockdown period a rota has been

set up so that the Hall is checked on a regular

basis to ensure that everything is in order and

the building is checked regularly to make sure

there is no damage, leaks or anything else that

needs immediate attention.   Many thanks to

all the Trustees who have been able to take a

turn on the rota.

It is also very important that every hirer and

user leave the Hall in a clean and tidy state

ready for the next group of people.  There is a

limit to how much the volunteers can be

expected to pitch up and have to spend hours

vacuuming and cleaning and it is so

disappointing on the few occasions when

historically the Hall has been left in an

unacceptable state.  However, in the last 12

months we are pleased to note that all our

hirers have worked hard to do their bit to leave

the Hall as, or better than, they found it.

Finally I would like to thank, on behalf of the

Trustees and Management Committee

Members, all our loyal users and hirers,

volunteers and supporters who in so many

ways ensure that the village hall is kept in good

order and remains part of the life of the local

communities.  The village hall provides a vital

service for the people of Bridestowe and the

surrounding areas and we are doing

everything we can to ensure that we are ready

when the Hall can be re-opened after the

coronavirus lock down period is over.

Esther Winter

Chairperson

For when the hall
reopens...
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For all things Usborne
For more information on Usborne

books, please contact:

Jackie Butler
Independent Usborne Organiser

Elsie’s Book Corner

07828323473

elsiesbookcorner@gmail.comFind me on 

Facebook  - Elsie’s Book Corner

During Lockdown our children may have been struggling not seeing their friends or

going to school and being out of routine. Usborne have a great range of books and

activity books to support our wellbeing! All available to buy individually as well so

please get in touch for more information.

Citizens Advice - there to help you during this crisis
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This article was suggested by Jeannette

Sanders, a Glebe Park resident, who has often

pondered on the significance of certain

numerals in everyday life.

The magnificent 7: The meaning and

history behind the world’s favourite

number

(taken from an article by Anna Pukas and

published  April, 2014). 

Pick a number, any number. Chances are it

will be seven. Whatever your creed or culture

the number seven is special.

Psychologists see evidence of our affinity

with seven time and time again and now

comes further statistical proof from

mathematician Alex Bellos in his book Alex

Through The Looking Glass.

He asked 44,000 people to name their

favourite number and a 10th of them

answered seven.

He claims this shows that even those with no

interest in maths are subconsciously doing a

kind of mental arithmetic.

“Of the first 10 numbers, seven is the most

prime. You cannot multiply or divide it within

the group. It feels unique.”

Many civilisations over thousands of years

have thought so using the number to impart

its perceived magic into their lives and

surroundings.

There’s a reason why Yul Brynner, Charles

Bronson and the other gunfighters in the

1960 film were magnificent and that’s

because there were seven of them.

For when it comes to making a grand

statement, feeling lucky or seeking the divine,

nothing beats the power of seven.

The optimum number of hours of sleep for

humans is seven.

     There are seven colours of the rainbow.

Isaac Newton originally divided the spectrum

into five main colours – red, yellow, green,

blue and violet – in 1672 but later added

orange and indigo to make seven. In

common with the Ancient Greeks he believed

there was a connection between the number

of colours in the spectrum and the number of

days in the week, the number of notes in a

musical scale and the number of objects then

known in the solar system.

The number seven is one of the most

significant in the Bible. Scholars say it

denotes completeness or perfection. After

creating the world God rested on the seventh

day and the seven-day week has been

adopted by all human civilisations. The word

“created” is used seven times in the Book Of

Genesis in reference to the making of the

world. Seven also symbolises the unity of the

four corners of Earth with the Holy Trinity.

The number seven occurs more than 700

times throughout the Bible and 54 time in the

Book Of Revelation, which refers to seven

churches, seven angels, seven seals, seven

trumpets and seven stars. Israel captured the

city of Jericho after marching around it seven

times, Solomon took seven years to build his

temple, Job had seven sons and the great

flood came seven days after Noah went into

his ark. In the story of Joseph in Egypt there

were seven years of plenty followed by seven

years of famine and Christ spoke seven

words from the cross.

    In other religions, according to the Talmud

in Judaism, the universe is made of seven

heavens. The Koran often speaks of seven

heavens and Muslims on a pilgrimage to

Mecca walk seven times around the Kaaba,

the cuboid building at the centre of Islam’s

most sacred mosque. In Christianity, Judaism

and Islam, God resides above the seventh

heaven and one of the most important

elements in Jewish weddings is the conferring

of the seven blessings. And in modern Jewish

wedding ceremonies the bride often circles

the groom seven times. In Hinduism there

are seven higher worlds and seven

underworlds. In the ancient Vedic form of the

religion the sun god’s chariot is pulled by

seven horses and the human body has seven

basic chakras or “wheels of energy”. Japanese

mythology has seven gods of fortune

responsible for good health, long life,

happiness, knowledge, wealth, warriors and

fishermen. In Buddhism the newborn

Buddha rose to his feet and took seven steps.

 Along with seven deadly sins there are seven



virtues: humility, chastity, kindness, patience,

abstinence, diligence and liberality.

David and Victoria Beckham named their

daughter Harper Seven after Harper Lee,

author of Victoria’s favourite book To Kill A

Mockingbird and the number shirt David

wore in his footballing heyday playing for

Manchester United and England. He also says

that they chose seven as Harper’s middle

name “because it symbolises spiritual

perfection and is regarded as a lucky number

in many cultures around the world”.

    The ancient world had seven wonders: the

Great Pyramid of Giza, the Hanging Gardens

of Babylon, the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus

(now in Turkey) the Statue of Zeus at

Olympia, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus,

the Colossus of Rhodes and finally the

Lighthouse of Alexandria. The Seven

Wonders of the Modern World are: the Great

Wall of China, the Taj Mahal in India, the rock

city of Petra in Jordan, the statue of Christ the

Redeemer in Rio de Janeiro, Machu Picchu in

Peru, the Chichen Itza pyramid in Mexico and

the Colosseum in Rome. The list was chosen

by global ballot and the results were

announced on the seventh day of the

seventh month (July 7) in 2007.

In Tarot cards the seven of clubs represents

initiative, drive, ambition and desire.

    The number seven has been very lucky for

JK Rowling. Her sixth Harry Potter book, Harry

Potter And The Half-Blood Prince, sold seven

million copies the day it was published in

America. The seventh and final book in the

series Harry Potter And The Deathly Hallows

was published in July (the seventh month)

2007.

One species of ladybird has a total of seven

spots.

  In numerous parts of the world the seventh

son of a seventh son is believed to be

endowed with supernatural powers, both

good and bad. According to Irish folklore the

seventh son of a seventh son has magical

healing powers but in English and Latin

American folklore it is believed that he is

born a werewolf while in Romanian legend he

is a vampire. Crooner Perry Como, a real-life

seventh son of a seventh son, was as far as

we know none of the above.

    When Ian Fleming created his superspy he

did not give him the code number 004, or

0011. James Bond was 007. The current

Bond, Daniel Craig, is the seventh actor to

play the character. Diplomatic car number

plates in the former Soviet Union reflected

the order in which the countries of the world

had officially recognised the new USSR after

the Russian Revolution in 1917. Britain was

the first and therefore received the 001 plate.

Unfortunately France received 007. 

    The seven-year itch is a phrase denoting

the point at which marriages begin to feel

stale – and with Marilyn Monroe as an

enticing neighbour who would blame any

man for seeking a bit of extracurricular

excitement? But the term originally referred

to long-lasting skin irritations, including

scabies and herpes!

A fond farewell

Firstly, we would like to apologise we could

not see all of you in person due to lockdown

restrictions and the speed of our house move.

We have loved every moment of the last 9

years in this friendly, most welcoming village.

We have made lots of wonderful friends.

As most of you are aware we are moving back

‘up country’ to be closer to our family and
rapidly growing number of grandchildren.

We will always hold fond memories of our
time living and working in Bridestowe and

Sourton and plan to make return visits once

things are back to some kind of ‘normality’.

Take good care and we look forward to seeing

you soon.

Dave and Wendy Firkins
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A Sharpening of the Senses

Alec Fraser-Kumar

 

There are some people who, it is said,

pursue nothingness like a sinking star.

Convinced that the truest and deepest

secrets will only come to them in perfect

empty silence, they seek out the great

truths of the universe on mountain tops

and deep abysses; they seek out desolate

places and uninhabited islands; they pay

hundreds for days in sensory deprivation

tanks, or thousands for hours in completely

noise-cancelled booths. In other words,

they try really, really hard to get really,

really bored.

              These past few months – and

however many more months to come – are

the closest we are likely to come to a sort of

mass shared experience of nothingness.

For many key workers, this period has been

the furthest thing imaginable from

nothingness, and more akin to wartime

deployment. Others have had other critical

stresses and demands – not least those

who have been touched directly by the

disease. For the rest of us, however, this is

something of an experiment in boredom.

What results has this experiment had?

What profound realisations have come?

Amid the nothingness, I humbly submit that

a few great truths have indeed revealed

themselves to us. This crisis has reminded

us of the importance of a few neglected

matters. It is apparent now to us all that

many of those on our frontlines are

working in jobs we ordinarily do not

appreciate and fail to fairly remunerate.

This crisis has also reminded us how

invested human beings are in one another.

We and our fellow humans are under attack

in a conflict that we will win, but at a cost to

be determined by how we act collectively as

a species. Immunity and vaccination are

species-wide efforts. Viruses have been

with us always – always claiming our

elderly, paralysing our children, and

bringing low our greatest cities – and

always we fought back against their

microscopic invasions, long before we had

the science to know how we were doing it.

Soon we will emerge back into our

societies, our social circles, our places of

work, and our places of play. We will all be a

little older, a little lonelier, and perhaps a

little less bold than before, but we will not

be any weaker for it. Rural communities like

ours are resilient. Though our trees may

lose a branch or two on stormy nights, our

roots run deep, and those trunks are

strong. At times, droughts run our rivers

dry; at times, rainfalls burst the banks. We

return; we rebuild; we recover. These things

take time, but we are patient.

And when we return, we will bring with us

the thoughts we have had and the lessons

we have learnt. There will be changes.

Some of these will be changes long

overdue. We can begin to see now that

many of the demands of climate

campaigners are worth meeting not just for

the sake of the climate, but for the sake of

ourselves. Sustainability creates self-

reliance. Things that are home-grown and

home-made do not need the kind of

international supply lines that so worry us

now. Similarly, many proposals made

before in the spirit of social justice may be

made again now in the spirit of public

health.

              Our difficulties will not end when

this crisis ends. We will wake to other

nightmares that will come in their time. But

we will meet them having had a certain

sharpening of the senses, and in this

country, we will meet them, all of us, before

a common law, a common health, and a

common interest.
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Unusual ‘Thumbprint Art’ products from Penny McInnes
Are you unable to see your loved ones in person in these difficult times? You could send them unusual

and attractive greetings cards to brighten up their day and let them
know you are thinking of them.
Thumbprint Art greetings cards and postcards with local views are
available from Bridestowe Stores. 

Available from me are cards with pictures of other locations. Also A4
and 7” x 9” prints in clear sleeves, which cheap and easy to frame.
They make unusual treats for yourself or presents which are ideal
for posting. There are many designs, mostly local, Cornwall coast
and harbours abroad.  

For details of the full range and prices, or a chat about a possible
commission, ring me, Penny McInnes, on 01837 861364 or email
pennymcinnes@aol.com  
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The 59 Club - supporting Bridestowe’s

village hall
May

2nd  47 Angela Elkins

 9th  59 unallocated

16th  34 unallocated

23rd  54          unallocated

Only one winner in May.

New members are very welcome to join. You can

pay the whole sum of £44 for the year(as you start

2 months later) or opt for 2 payments of £22. It is

a lot of money but your contribution goes  to

maintaining and enhancing our lovely community

building.

Alison Young  01837 861157

ali.young53@btinternet .com

The Great Bridestowe Lockdown Quiz

These are unprecedented times, however,

through the wonders of modern

technology, we have ways of keeping

ourselves entertained, staying connected

and well, a little less isolated. To help,

we’ve created the Great Bridestowe

Lockdown Quiz. Each week at 20.15 (after

the NHS Clap) we get as many households

as possible to join us for an hour of

quizzical entertainment.

Just search Facebook for the ‘Bridestowe

LockDown Quiz 2020’ or, if you’re not on

Facebook, email Chris Proctor at

christopherandrewproctor@gmail.com

where he will send you dial-in details so

you can join us on your phone. 

Join, play and get involved. Thursdays will

never be the same again!

I have a few spare plants going begging if anyone would like

them. These include half a dozen tomato plants (Gardeners
Delight) and some chili and pepper plants plus one cucumber.

They will be outside my front door on Sunday 31st May so please

help yourself. Ann Allan  11 Crandford Close
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 Bridestowe Parish Council News     

In the current circumstances of the
coronavirus and the lock-down, the parish

council is unfortunately unable to meet face to

face, but continues to use Zoom video

conferencing enabling most business to

proceed as normal as possible.

There will be an online parish council meeting

on Wednesday 11th June at 7.30pm. If any

member of the public wishes to participate on
a “listen in” basis, please let the clerk of the

council know in advance and please provide

your email address so that an “invitation” and

password can be provided.
If any member of the public has a question or

wishes to raise a matter with the council, at

this meeting, please provide this in advance,

preferably by email, to the clerk, using the

parish council contact details as shown below. 

Agendas and also minutes from the previous

council meeting will be displayed as usual a

few days before in the bus shelters and

noticeboards in the parish, or on the

Bridestowe web site at www.bridestowe.org.uk

If any parishioners know of anyone, including

perhaps the elderly, those with disabilities and

the vulnerable who may need assistance or

are struggling in the lock-down, then please do
make contact and we will try and help, or

make contact with someone who can, on their

behalf.

The parish council continues to emphasise
that it is able to meet reasonable expenses for

our coronavirus volunteer helpers and should

apply to the clerk with receipts for what has

been spent.

Contact details for Bridestowe Parish Council:

Pete Daniels (Parish Clerk), 4 Trescote Way,

Bridestowe. EX20 4QB. Tel: 01837 861244.
Email bridestoweparishcouncil@yahoo.co.uk 



 MOVIE WATCH – May 2020

So what have you been watching during

lockdown?

There is a suggestion cinemas might be in a

position to re-open in July, but certainly no
sooner. Even then, and with compulsory

social distancing brought into play when

you buy your ticket, I doubt many of us will
be rushing back. So until that time this

column will continue to look at what’s
happening in and around the world of

television.

Maybe just me but I’ve found news

coverage during lockdown almost

unwatchable. Moderate broadcast

journalists, rudely asking the wrong

questions of evasive politicians, does not
make for compelling television. I’d suggest

the major Current Affairs broadcasters –
BBC, Sky, ITV and Channel 4 – have not

covered themselves in glory of late. What’s

more, they’re still not asking the right

questions, but then the newspapers are no

better and often worse.

Repercussions of the virus continue to hit

the commercial TV companies hard. ITV,
Channel 4 and Channel 5 are all down by

around 50% year-on-year in advertising
revenue, with Sky also hit, although not

quite as badly. 

The BBC habitually complain about funding

but benefit from a guaranteed, inflation-
linked income of which other broadcasters

can only dream. Adding insult to injury, it

now appears that from the end of this year
BBC4, hugely popular among older viewers,

will no longer be transmitted as a broadcast
channel, but only available on-line. The

BBC’s headlong dash to attract younger

viewers (and listeners) sadly looks like
claiming another victim.

The BBC annoy me. At their best, making

exemplary programmes like Blue Planet,

Killing Eve, Yes Minister, Fleabag and

countless others, they are beyond reproach

and rightly the envy of the world. But then

they let themselves down by using licence

fee funding to outbid their commercial
rivals for puerile game shows and third-rate

American feature films. And please don’t get
me started on the wisdom of paying Gary

Lineker an annual salary of £2m (that’s 10p

from every UK home) to present a few
football shows!  

As expected, the latest research findings

reveal that total viewing has increased by

around 80 minutes per person per day

since the start of the lockdown period. Not

surprisingly, the channels showing most

growth over the last two months have been

BBC1, BBC News and Sky News. 

The largest TV audience in May (17.9m) was

attracted to BBC1 by the big Sunday

evening Prime Ministerial statement, soon

after Boris returned to work. As a point of

comparison, the largest non-News audience

(8.8m) was for ITV’s Britain’s Got Talent on

9th May.

There’s one intriguing aspect of the
economic downturn that concerns

advertising. With commercial broadcast
revenues down by 50%, TV advertisers have

a choice to make.

They could withdraw all their advertising

and save the money. Or halve their ad
spend and get the same amount of

exposure as usual. Or carry on spending at

the same level and get double the impact.

Or, bravest of all, increase their ad spend,

take advantage of fantastically cheap rates

to build awareness and hopefully derive

massive benefit when some degree of

normality returns.

All of the supermarkets are holding their
nerve and increasing their amount of TV

advertising but Tesco, which has been

producing brilliant commercials over the

last year, has commissioned some specially-

made creative to reassure the country that

it is doing all it can for the
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safety of staff and customers.

See if you can spot any brands which took

the brave route, boosted their advertising
spend and, as a result, are appearing much

more regularly on your screens. I’ll start you
off with Karcher Pressure Washers. They’re

everywhere!

During lockdown we’ve found the traditional

major channels have taken a steadily
declining share of our viewing, with the

slack increasingly picked up by Amazon

Prime and, particularly, Netflix.

Plenty of you will already subscribe to

Netflix but many won’t, so a few basic facts

about what currently represents the hottest

ticket in broadcasting. Netflix provide a
subscription service offering a library of

around 6,500 films and TV programmes, all

available on-demand via the internet.

Netflix have 180m subscribers globally, of

whom 12.4m are based in the UK, slightly

more than Sky. 

The major difference between Netflix and
Sky, however, is the price. While the average

Sky subscriber pays around £50 per month,
the equivalent Netflix figure is £7-99, or just

under £100 per annum. As a point of

comparison, the BBC licence fee is currently
£157-50.

In the current situation we think we

probably give around half our household

viewing to Netflix. Our TV preferences rarely

coincide but we’ve both thoroughly enjoyed

the outstanding US drama series Breaking

Bad and Mad Men. We’re currently watching

the excellent Ozark, in which a financial

advisor drags his family from Chicago to
Missouri, where he must launder $500m to

appease a drug boss. It’s extremely dark
and very watchable. We also enjoyed

Becoming, an access-all-areas Netflix

documentary covering the promotional

book tour recently undertaken by the

delightful Michelle Obama. 

The only guarantee brought by a Netflix

subscription is that you’ll never again say

there’s nothing to watch. The choice is

almost limitless and for less than £2 per
week, it represents very decent value.

There’s no way the cinema will re-open

before the next BaSE publication date, so

next month we’ll have a look at Amazon
Prime, the service offering the unlikely

combination of free one-or two-day
delivery, alongside an increasingly

impressive TV portfolio, for an inclusive

price of £79 per annum.

In the meantime, and apart from those

already named, a few tentative viewing

suggestions. Normal People (BBC drama,

available on iPlayer), The Damned United
(BBC, available on iPlayer), Killing Eve (BBC

drama, available on iPlayer), Unorthodox

(Netflix drama), Better Call Saul (Netflix

drama), Quiz (ITV drama, available on ITV

Hub), White Lines (Netflix drama) and

Dead To Me (Netflix drama/comedy). 

Of course all the titles recommended last
month are still available on the various On-

Demand or Catch-Up services. We watched
one of those, Moneyball, on Netflix last

week and it remains the best sport-based

feature film I’ve ever seen.

Finally, on the subject of sport, should you
be that way inclined, it looks likely that

Premier League football will resume during

June. If that is the case then a number of

games will be shown live on non-

subscription channels including the BBC,

thereby enabling Mr Lineker to at least

partly justify that vast salary!

David Harrison

May 2020
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Bridestowe Churches Partnership

News from Bridestowe Methodist

Church

We are continuing to hold our weekly church

service via Zoom. We have had up to 25

people joining in of a Sunday. If you would like

to join in with us please contact Dean James -

01566 784609 and he can get you sorted out.

On Sunday 17th May we did have a few

problems with the service as so many

churches throughout the country were trying

to login at 11am the the whole system

crashed. One of our members with a daughter

who attends Launceston Methodist says that

they had 100 members using the Zoom service.

On Saturday 23rd May we had a virtual Coffee

Morning with Zoom. It was great to talk to our

friends and drink coffee. We missed the cheese

scones and lovely cakes for sale - but thinking

of our waist lines - perhaps it was all for the

best!

As some of you may see a small amount of

progress is being made with our ARK Project.

We hope to have the larger kitchen installed in

June. Then we wait for the end of lockdown to

invite the whole village into see the finished

project.

Blessings to you all.

Jennifer Thorne

St Bridget’s Church 

The rules regarding the lockdown and

churches has been eased slightly and we are

hoping that church buildings will be open

again soon for private prayer and reflection.

Keep an eye on the noticeboard for details if

this happens before the next BaSE.

In the meantime we will continue to ring the

bell on Sundays at 11.00am.

Need to talk?

It doesn’t matter if you normally attend church

or not, we are here for you. If you would like to

speak to someone about how you are feeling,

or if you need help please

call: Adrian 01837 861580  



The National Trust -  News from

Lydford Gorge
Rose Cooke, Visitor Experience Officer
I’m pleased to report that the gorge is safe

and well. We’ve been dropping by regularly to

do essential checks and maintenance. As I’m

writing this in May I don’t have any news on

opening dates or plans; but we’ll keep you

updated through the Parish council and on

our website when anything changes. 

Now for some good news; the pied

flycatchers have returned! They are on the

‘Birds of Conservation Concern’ Red list and so

it’s great to see these endangered birds return

to the gorge. There were at least two pairs

visiting nest boxes around the bird hide area.

Due to the current restrictions we can’t

monitor the boxes this year but it’s good to

capture them on camera at least.

I have also seen a deer in the gorge for

the first time. The rangers have seen deer

before, but I don’t usually get out early

enough in the morning I guess. This was a

young male roe deer, resting on the path just

below the Devil’s Cauldron tea-room, at about

1pm. It seemed very relaxed and watched us

approach before getting up to amble down

the side of the gorge towards Pixie Glen.

Have you ever stopped to look closely at

primroses? I recently found out that there are

two types of primrose flower (those of you

who watch Gardener’s World will be ahead of

me here!). Thrum-eyed flowers – where the

pollen bearing anthers rise above the stigma,

and pin-eyed flowers – where the stigma

protrudes beyond the anthers. This self-

incompatibility mechanism helps to ensure

that cross fertilisation happens when

butterflies and bees visit the flowers.

Something to look out for next spring.

The UK is home to around half of the

world’s bluebell population. Our native

species (English bluebell) is currently under

threat from the introduced Spanish bluebell. *

You can tell them apart as the Spanish form

stands upright with flowers all around the

stem. The native bluebell has a much more

drooping form with flowers only on one side

of the stem.

In the past our native bluebell was far more

than just a beautiful sight. 

    • During the reign of Queen Elizabeth I their

big ruff collars were stiffened using starch

made from crushed bluebell bulbs.

    • During the Bronze Age the sticky sap was

used to attach feathers to arrows. 

    • The gummy sap was also used as glue for

bookbinding. Being highly toxic it stopped

certain insects from attacking the binding.

    • Thirteenth-century monks used bluebells

to treat snakebites and lepers; although

possibly not with much success.

    • In the language of flowers it symbolises

constancy, humility and gratitude.

    • If you pick a wild bluebell, many believe

you will be led astray by fairies.

    • If you wear a garland of bluebells, you

might be compelled to tell the truth.

    • If you can turn one of the flowers inside

out without tearing it, you will eventually win

the one you love. Although your time might be

better spent with the one you love rather than

testing this out.

The gorge walks, tea-rooms and shop

remain closed until further notice. 

Website: nationaltrust.org.uk/lydford-gorge

* Let’s set the record straight here.
Don’t forget the Spanish bluebell was introduced to
UK gardens more than 300 years ago and quickly
became popular for its increased vigour. AY
Fears that the British bluebell could go extinct
are unfounded, say scientists.
The introduced Spanish variety has lower fertility
and is unlikely to wipe out the native plant,
according to genetic tests.
The Spanish bluebell’s escape into the wild has
raised concerns that the two plants could mix,
leading to the loss of one of the spectacles of
spring.
It turns out that the British bluebell has a genetic
advantage.
“The greater fertility of the native British bluebell
coupled with the huge numbers of individuals that
exist in the wild means that it’s got considerable
resilience against any threat from these
introduced plants,” said Prof Pete Hollingsworth,
director of science at the Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh.
The British bluebell is one of the nation’s best-
loved plants, with 50% of the world’s population
found in the UK.
www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-
May 2019
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Molyneux-Associates Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under

firm reference number 624563. Envoy House, 61 Longbridge Road, Plymouth, PL6 8LU.

(01837) 861413

Your home is at risk if you do not keep up repayments on a mortgage or other loan secured

against it.



Raw Meat Animal Feed for Dogs & Cats

Convenient 400g blocks Frozen to preserve    No preservatives and no

artificial colourings - both can be harmful to your animal

Raw Rations Plus

For information or to order:

website: www.rawrations plus .co.uk

Phone: *07831 309 666 or 01566 783079 (*Mobile number now corrected)

Email: sales@rawrationsplus.co.uk

Post: Fairview Bungalow, Lewdown, Okehampton EX20 4DL

All aspects of carpentry and

construction.

• Renovations

• Hanging and fitting doors

• Joinery

• Roofing

• Free quotes

Tel: 07710665379

Email: lukegreen2222@outlook.com

• Solid wood and laminate

flooring

• Kitchens

• Bespoke pieces

• Decking and fencing

LOCAL  PLUMBER              Est. 30 Years

Bridestowe & district

Call Mick on:   01566 783562 /

07984 812807
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A selection of Limited Edition Cards, including new images
from the Spring Cottage Collection of Watercolours by Local
Artist, Fay Johns.
These cards can be fitted into a 6” mount aperture, and can
easily be made into a framed work of art.
Available from Riverside Stores
Original Paintings available and Commissions taken.
Contact details: Tel: 01837 861602

  email fayjohns@fsmail.net

Magna Carpentry
Complete carpentry service Roofs, dormers and Veluxes

Kitchens supplied and fitted     1st and 2nd FIX

Free quotations

Tel: 07540 956379           www.magnacarpentry.com

Glebe Park Update
Calor Gas /Camping Gas Sales
Laundrette facilities remain available for
washing & drying, 9am until 6pm. Hand
washing facilities have been installed and hard
surfaces will be wiped down between
customers. Tokens from Reception.
01837 861261



Tony Day - Plumbing and Gas services

Main and LPG gas appliances serviced and repaired

Phone 01837 83702 Mobile 07773 966 201
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Ian Cann

Professionally installed....kitchens......bedrooms...... bathrooms

• Full supply and fit service  • Replacement doors and worktops

• Bespoke painted kitchens • Made to measure bedrooms

• Wall and floor tiling Free quotes and advice

Tel: 01837 861480      Mobile: 07841043718          Email: iancann007@yhoo.com

Problem with your feet?
CHIROPODIST (& PODIATRIST)

Based at Okehampton Medical Centre (Fee paying service)

Contact JOANNE WHITELEY BSc (Hons)Pod. MchS
Registered with the Health & Care Professions Council

Tel: 01822 854758 Mob: 07791 240196

A traditional approach to window cleaning.
Please call John Butler on 

07426 134 957 
for a FREE, no obligation quote. 

Taking on new customers in the local area. N
ew

 a
dv

er
tis

er

Step Ahead Lettings

An independent, forward-thinking  lettings agency offering a variety of services to

suit your needs. Tel: 01566 482402
www. stepaheadlettings.co.uk Find us on Facebook & Twitter

Book keeping & VAT Returns Basic Payment Scheme
Farm Record Keeping Stewardship applications
Farm Assurance Water regulations
Payroll Waste Exemptions
Grazing Licences    

 Fiona StaceyTel: 07870 632395/ 01566 783418
Email: fiona@staceyruralbusinessadmin.co.uk



SAM ALLUM     Boiler Maintenance      

FOR SERVICING AND BREAKDOWN OF OIL BOILER

Call:     01822 610 668 Mobile:   07832 024 948      Email:samallum@gmail.com  

 • Competitive rate   •   Friendly, tidy and efficient  •  Call now for a quote

Scrap cars collected 
Reliable service guaranteed Top prices paid 
Secondhand tyres for sale.

Call Michael  on  07831698676

Alder Vinyard
We are open for Tours, Tastings and Garden Walks.
Shop now open every Saturday 10 - 4pm (out of hours, please call ahead or check

our website) Bottles of our wine available from Riverside Stores
Tel . 01837 52805 Lewdown EX20 4PJ          www.aldervineyard.uk

Dog walking and pet sitting
Qualified dog behaviourist. BSc Hons degree.
Training, or walk and train.         All sizes and types.    Reactive dogs a speciality.
Individual or small groups of dogs, (no more than 4 compatible dogs walked together).
Ring me on 07568 537 532 for a chat.

Guitar lessons :- for beginners and intermediate - all

styles Tel: 01837 861415 or visit
www.jeffguitar.co.uk   for more details 
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Michael Lashbrook     Any job undertaken!

Garden Services  - Treework - Hedge cutting

Tel: 0751 397 5711 
Email:   mlashbrookgardening@gmail.com

Heaecology
Ecological Consultancy and Management - Specialists in Protected Species and

Mitigation

Thrushel View, Lewdown, Okehampton EX20 4QP

Tel: 01566 783183 Mobile :07866 467 892 Email : office@heaecology.co.uk

Website: www.heaecology.co.uk

EDZ

Painting and decorating

service.

 Interior and exterior work .

Reasonable rates

Free quotes

Chimney sweeping

service sensible

prices - vac and brush

Also window

cleaning service

Valeting service

Car, van or whatever you have

for valeting - collection and

delivery service.

Prices from £25 - £45 

01837 861604

Mobile 07902913627



River Walks
House/Pet Sitting 
Over 16 years veterinary experience
Dogs, cats, small animals to small holdings and special 
needs pets cared for. Also dog walking and cleaning available

Please call Louise on                             07968698641

CROSSGREEN WOODWORKS
Established Cabinetmakers and Specialist Joinery.

Proprietors Ginette and Brian Nobbs.
Crossgreen Woodworks, Lower Cross Farm, Lifton,Devon, PL15 9SL,

• HAND PAINTED SHAKER STYLE kitchens made in our workshop
• SECOND NATURE bespoke quality kitchens • FREESTANDING solid wood kitchens
• Compare our prices with other kitchen suppliers, you will find our kitchens are very competitively
priced. We are happy to cross price any quote you have had.
Telephone 01566 784216 www.crossgreen-woodworks.co.uk
email: info@crossgreen-woodworks.co.uk 
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Caroline Harris, ALAB, Bookkeeping Services

• Bookkeeping • Accounts preparation • VAT • Secretarial services

• Many years office and business experience

Tel 01566 783 502    Mobile 07866 953708 Email:cmhbookkeeping@btinternet.com

The Old Chapel, Portgate Hill, Lewdown, EX204PX

MOOR CLEANING SERVICES

Domestic Cleaning Holiday Lets Ironing
Home Support Liability Insured

Tel. - Paula 07885 742 908

Email - moorcleaningservices@gmail.com

DARREN PHARE, MOTOR ENGINEER, BRIDESTOWE GARAGE.

Cars, Light Goods and 4X4s – servicing, repairs, welding, MOT preparation and

MOTs arranged.
Tel: 01837 861770  or Mobile: 07773 669097

moo@warsonbeef .com            01822 820699



Rob McBain Tree Services
Trained, Certified & Insured
All tree work undertaken 

Hedge laying & pruning 
 Fencing 

07824 980 198
robmcbain@hotmail.com
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Traditional standing seam metal roofing
Specialising in zinc, copper, aluminium
and stainless steel

Free quotes
 Mike     07732 756 774
James  07713 193 493

zincnationroofing@gmail.com

R&B REMOVALS
friendly & efficient service 24/7

CALL ROB ON 01837 880336  or 07583 220243

·   regular trips to London
·   local/long distance
·   secure storage

The Moor Hair Co at 3 St James Street, Okehampton

In the heart of the town, our experienced team of stylists is always pleased to see

you. We pride ourselves on offering a high standard of hairdressing in a friendly,

relaxed atmosphere, so come in and talk through your hair needs.   

To make an appointment, call 01837 658696



Robert & Nicholas McNamara
01566 783471

Specialists in round the clock
care, repair and maintenance of all of your

Plumbing and Central Heating Services
Domestic, Agricultural and Light Industrial
Domestic Oil Fired Boilers & associated

services 
Proper craftsmen taking a pride in what we

do!
07596 9972071 / 07599078805  

No call out charges

www.TomFosterArchitecture.co.uk

Specialist in new, old and historic buildings for work or home.

Expert in Eco-Building, ‘Passive House’, DNPA, Planning Permission, Building

Regs,build-contract admin, or just some can-do advice.
Ring  01647 24436 to bring your vision closer.

Richard’s Time Machine
Mobile Disco :- Wedding and Family Party Specialist, Personal, Memorable - and Fun!!

www.richardstimemachine.co.uk 01837 811172    

Golden Leaf Landscapes 
Garden Construction, Design and Maintenance Louise and Robert Mogridge
Fully qualified with over 15 years experience 01837 89285    07811781137
www.goldenleaflandscapes.co.uk

Need a cleaner? Can also offer some personal care

Ring Liz Morton on 07968 444 692

Ask Debbie Pritchard on 07837 859 706 if you want a reference.

Mini Digger Hire -1½ ton

Very Competitive Rates

Telephone: 01837 861 509

Mobile: 07748344978

Woodhead, Bridestowe,

Okehampton

Experienced carer

Has various days and hours available. Excellent

references

To enquire, please contact 

Belinda       07534 711357 

Sam White

Hedge laying  - tree felling - pruning  -

firewood/logs 

Mini digger hire - landscaping

Tel: 07515 420 883



Alistair Kinsey Hearing & Mobility
 Independent Hearing Aid Audiologist             Ear wax removal service

Tel: 01822 617883 Email: info@hearingmobility.co.uk    www.hearingmobility.co.uk

1A Pym Street, Tavistock, PL19 0AW

 Steve Swift 

CHIMNEY SWEEP      Tel: 01566 783435 Mob: 07890 467406

C. DA -VIEW Window Cleaning Service  in your area

Tel: 0777 333 0762 or  01837 659449 and ask for Paul                   

• Rotary/ manual sweeping                 

 • Certificates for insurance issued      

       • Chimney CCTV recordings carried out
• Birds nest removal                             

           • Complete dust free service

High reach equipment also available for

gutter cleaning/ external chimney repair
Special rates for BaSE catchment area

Call: 01837 861873         07747419950

R.H. GARDEN AND HANDYMAN SERVICES

Lawn mowing and strimming Hedge trimming
Digging and planting Leaf clearing
Power washing Gutters cleared
Car washing Painting and decorating
Over 20 years experience

Call Richard on 01837 861220 or 
mobile 07939574767 
Email; kellyhaggar@hotmail.co.uk



Broadwood Boiler Services

Quality oil fired appliance maintenance at competitive prices
Call Mark: 0781 4976 076 or 01566 784298

T.M. Maintenance & Construction  .....Affordable, friendly help

Tony Matthews, experienced in maintenance & construction

No job too big or too small

Great prices on slate and marblecut to anysize and shape

Tel: 0797 226 3780   Email: tonymtthws8@gmail.com

Okehamptonplumber.co.uk 

Gas boiler servicing from £50 (incl.LPG)

Gas boiler replacement and repair   Landlord certificates

Bathrooms and kitchens
Tel:  01837 658907      Mob: 07870 305 880

Plumbing    Heating Renewables

Windows, doors, conservatories and joinery

UPVC, timber & aluminum supplied and fitted

Fascias, glazing & trade counter

Tel: 01837 54019

www.okehamptonglass.com

Abigail’s Babysitting ServiceFun, caring and kind girl who has experience.  I have

completed a babysitting course and first aid run by ‘Teen Angel Babysitting’. I

charge £5 per hour. Tel: 01837 861247 BaSE  Page  34

Haldon Wood Farm Plants ....

At the top of Pool Hill

Call in and take a look at the plants we have on offer. 

• Perennial rockery and alpine plants •Hanging baskets to

take away or made to order •Bedding plants that will bring

colour to your tubs and borders - mimulus, petunias,

geraniums, begonias and more. Bring back your empty

plastic flower pots and trays and we will recycle them.

Are you tired, overworked, overstretched and under pressure? Is your

business out of control and you’re missing deadlines? Have you fallen into the

entrepreneur’s trap? 
I create space and time for you to focus on the priorities of your business

allowing it to grow and function more efficiently.

My name is Chris Heron. and I offer Virtual PA and Business Administration

Support. I’m passionate about supporting small businesses and in particular.

women in business, to reach their full potential.

So, it you want to get organised and get stuff done, let’s have a chat



JAMES TENNANT LTD
LAND ROVER SPECIALIST

Est. 1987

Landymoor, Cowsen Lane, Sourton,
Okehampton EX20 4HY  

Tel. 01837 861478

Email: info@jamestennant.co.uk 

 www.jamestennant.co.uk

Class IV MOT Centre for all
makes of car

Supply of Land Rover parts
 

Courtesy car available if required, while
we MOT your vehicle.
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Champion Tree Services
All aspects of Tree Surgery and Garden maintenance undertaken :- Felling, Reductions, Hedge

trimming, Strimming, Grass cutting, Ground maintenance, Also quality firewood supplied

Fully insured Thrushel View, Lewdown  Tel: 07881 288093

Itechmonster LTD

IT Support Website Design    Business E-mail     Web Hosting   

Domains Custom Software/Programming

0330 043 0735 Sales@itechmonster.com     helpdesk@itechmonster.com

Bramhill
Cob, Lime and Stone Laying Eco Buildings

Barn Conversions Lime plastering, Tadelakt & Venetian
Extensions Repair, Restore & Renovate Listed Buildings

Repointing Construction Skills Certification Scheme  reg.

Alister Polhill  Mob.  07518 908 876  Tel. 01822 820347

Email : alister.polhill@gmail.com

Stokes & Co Accountants

A One Stop Shop for all your bookkeeping & accountancy needs

• Sole Trader, Partnership & Limited Company Accounts • Project Management, Budgets and

Analysis • VAT, Payroll and Month End Accounts

Free initial consultation - Please call to find out much we can save for you!

Tel: 01837 861176                                   www.stokesaccountants.co.uk



Contact details for BaSE:- Alison Young, Glebe Park, Pig's Leg Lane, Bridestowe,
Okehampton, Devon EX20 4ER  Tel:  (01837)861157 
or ali.young53@btinternet.com (please put BaSE in the subjectline)
BaSE is printed by Martin Young at the above address.
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BASE submissions
We usually plan to print BaSE 5 days before the end of the month so please get your
submissions in well before this date as compiling the newsletter takes some time. If you
do have a late submission, it’s worth phoning to see if we can squeeze it in.
Many thanks.           Martin & Alison Young
Don’t forget you can read it online via Bridestowe’s and Sourton’s websites.

The last laugh...

‘I’m sorry but this is the only
way to stop the spread 

of coronavirus’ What’s the difference

between COVID-19 and

Romeo and Juliet? One’s the

coronavirus and the other is

a Verona crisis.

The grocery stores in France

look like tornadoes have hit

them. All that’s left is de

brie.

Nail salons, hair salons and

beauty salons are closed. It’s

about to get ugly out there.

So many coronavirus jokes

out there, it’s a pundemic.


